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A B O U T US

Taşpınar Plastic is a young, dynamic
and visionary company that stepped
into the sector in 2002 with the
manufacture of Baby Walkers in a 200
m2 closed area in the production of
children’s equipment.

Our company is proactive in the
baby walker market in line with its
principles, and is frequently mentioned
in the market with the import and
wholesale of plastic raw materials. We
are constantly developing with the
benefits of technology and the new
age, and we strive to be the best in
the market. In addition to this, we are
always trying to catch up with the new
era with our investments in various
fields.

Our most important goal is to meet
the needs of babies and parents at
the optimum level and to satisfy their
sensitivities primarily. For this, we are
in search of day and night with our
5200 m2 production area. As Taşpınar
family, we take our business seriously,
and we take care not to compromise
on quality with our TSE product quality
certificate. Our motto is: Environment,
Health and Safety. Our company
continues to work to expand its
product range and improve product
standards day by day.
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Globalized environment as the 2000s 
and, starting in Turkey market to 

competition; We aim to progress in the  
understanding of producing our own 
products with both high quality and 

competitive prices in the world.

We plan to increase both our diversity
and our production area with the new
15000 m2 place that we have added
to our production area as of 2021.
We purpose to produce 22 different
products by 2025 and at least 30

product types by 2030.

We are working to increase our
existing sales volume between 8 -
10 million dollars to 15 - 20 million
dollars by 2030. With the developing
technology, we plan to be faster
and more efficient by focusing on
automation, our investments we have

made and will make.

G O A L
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H I S T O R Y
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2002
-Taspınar plastic was founded.
-15 Employees started to

product for the domestic

market first.

-First manufacturing with

Child Walker

2005
-The firm started exporting abroad.
-Started trade with Germany, 

Netherlands and Balkan countries.

-500 m2 manufacturing area.

2007
-Increasing manufacturing capacity.
-2000 m2 manufacturing area.
-30 Employees
-Brand new products was developed.
-Child swing, desk, 2 brand new child 

walker, baby cradle started to 

produce.

-Started to exporting products to

Libya, Syria, Austria, Algeria, Iraq,

Tunisia and Belgium.

2010
-4000 m2manufacturing area.
-40 Employees
-Renewal of production equipment.
-Existing products were redesigned and 

models updated.

-Baby sling and home type bicycle models 

were developed.

-‘Taspınar Kitty’ brand was created.
-Started working with Senegal and Nigeria.

2015
-5200 m2 manufacturing area.
-New production atelier was established.
-Scooter models were designed.
-55 Employees
-Started to work with Qatar and Dubai.

2020
-8000 m2 of new production area of 

investment was made.

-15000 m2 open area factory investment
-Safety gate and child scooter models were 

designed.

-New model child walkers and swings were 

developed.

-80 Employees
-Started to work with Kazakhstan, Latin 

America, France, Azerbaijan, Georgia and 

Kyrgyzstan.

2021
-Child strollers and car seats are  planned to 
product.
-100 employees
-Plans to establish new manufacture  area 
and expand production.
-Creating more export production and  
business connections for the foreign market.
-1 new walker and 2 new scooter  models 
will be produced.

2006
-20 Employees
-Brand new products was developed.
-New Child walker and Baby Stroller 

models started to produced.

-Branding studies started and ‘Taspınar 

Child’ brand was created.

-Started to exporting products to 

Romania, Bulgaria, Israel and Palestine.

We started as a family business with
a baby walker model in 2002 to
produce products that meet European
standards for health criteria for children
and to open up to the world. Our
minor trade movement, which started
domestically over time, continued with
both capacity and diversity increased
in the following years.

Our work abroad, which started
with only a few countries in 2005,
continues with Europe, Latin America
and the Middle East countries in the
process until today.

We aim to carry our company forward
by increasing our production capacity
and product range in 2021 and beyond
by making new business partnerships.



B R A N D S

We have created new brands with the  
new children’s equipment models and 

we have developed over time.

We aim to take place among the  
world rands in this sector with our

own brands.

We produce not only with our own  
brands, but also with the brands of  

the companies we work with.

Alpina
by Taşpınar

kitty
by Taşpınar UniCaré
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BABY WALKERS
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UniCaré
ALPINA
BR 112

MUSICAL BABY WALKER

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Horn feature in the steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.
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ALPINA MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 112

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,15 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

Green

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Dark Blue Pink Yellow

Purple BlueTurquoise

White

Red

Grey



ALPINA HORNED BABY WALKER
BR 105

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Horn feature in the steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.

UniCaré
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ALPINA HORNED BABY WALKER
BR 105

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,15 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Green

Dark Blue Pink Yellow

Purple BlueTurquoise

White

Red

Grey



DIDO MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 037

UniCaré
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3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Music and light feature in the

steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.



DIDO
BR 037

MUSICAL BABY WALKER

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,2 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Green

Dark Blue Pink Yellow

Purple BlueTurquoise

White

Red

Grey



DIDO HORNED BABY WALKER
BR 044

UniCaré
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3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Horn feature in the steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.



DIDO
BR 044

HORNED BABY WALKER

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,2 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Green

Dark Blue Pink Yellow

PurpleTurquoise

White

Red

Grey

Blue



DIDO
BR 051

MELODY BABY WALKER

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

5 Melody and light feature in

the steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.

UniCaré
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DIDO
BR 051

MELODY BABY WALKER

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,2 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Dark Blue Pink Yellow

PurpleTurquoise

White

Red

Grey

BlueGreen



DIDO
BR 020

FISH BABY WALKER

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Sealed and health in accordance

with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in

accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.

UniCaré
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DIDO
BR 020

FISH BABY WALKER

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,15 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Dark Blue Pink Yellow

Turquoise

White

Red

Grey

Green Purple Blue



UFO MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 100

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Musical and light feature in the

steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.

UniCaré
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UFO MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 100

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,2 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

Salmon color

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Water Green Baby Blue Grey

Brown White /Salmon color White / Water Green



UFO MELODY  BABY WALKER
BR 100

3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Melody and light feature in the

steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.

UniCaré
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UFO MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 100

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,2 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

Salmon color

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg
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Water Green Baby Blue Grey

Brown White /Salmon color White / Water Green



UNICARE M A X MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 030

UniCaré
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3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Musical and light feature in the

steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.



Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,15 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg

[24]

Salmon color
Water Green Baby Blue

Brown White

UNICARE M A X MELODY BABY WALKER
BR 030

Grey



UNICARE M A X MELODY BABY WALKER
BR 030

UniCaré
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3-level height feature 

With stop featured

Increases your baby’s attention with 5 toy options  

Designed with label sticker

User manual and warranty card  

Melody and light feature in the

steering wheel

Sealed and health in accordance with TSE-EN standards. 

Breathable packaging bag in accordance with standards.

According to 100% domestic CE and TSE-EN quality standards 

designed and manufactured.

Special design 2nd safety lock registered by TAŞPINAR 

Different color options for fabric and plastic.

Orthopedic fixed seat that wraps the baby 3 upside down 100% 

assembled and game ready.

Laminated sponge reinforced seat 10 wheeled and mounted walkers.

Conforms to TSE-EN 1273 / EN 71-73 standards Portable foldable

feature Light and Fast

*Braking apparatus and carton prices is not included to total price.



Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 64*58*23  
Weight - 3,15 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
6-18 Months of use

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 12 kg

[26]

Salmon color
Water Green Baby Blue

Brown White

UNICARE M A X MUSICAL BABY WALKER
BR 030

Grey
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B A B Y S W I N G



UniCaré
SMILE SWINGO GOLD
TP 144

3-level fully adjustable seat

Laminated fiber filling with 3 mm sponge inside the seat fabric

Extra soft pad that surrounds the seat

Removable, mountable food and toy tray in front of the swing

Seat fixing apparatus on the right and left sides of the swing seat

Fringed or piped awning on the swing

Right and left safety locks preventing closing on the swing sides

Piping decoration on the swing cloth edges

Legs with stylish design on the swing feet can be adjusted according

to the floor shape plastics

Electrostatic oven painted

Minimum volume when folded Portable and foldable practical design

5-straps seat belt in the seat

Easy installation and setup guide consisting of 3 parts

Minimum volume with demountable design

TS-EN 88/376 / AT, TS-EN 88/378 / EEC, TS-EN 71-1, TS-EN 71- 3,

TS-EN 71-2 standards compliant
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UniCaré
SMILE SWINGO GOLD
TP 144

Black

Packing Type - Disassembled Carton  
Size (cm) - 41*31*91
Weight - 11,3 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,112
0-3 Years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Red

[29]

Grey Brown



SMILE
TP 120

SWINGO

3-level fully adjustable seat

Laminated fiber filling with 3 mm sponge inside the seat fabric 

Extra soft pad that surrounds the seat

Removable, mountable food and toy tray in front of the swing 

Seat fixing apparatus on the right and left sides of the swing seat 

Fringed or piped awning on the swing

Right and left safety locks preventing closing on the swing sides  

Piping decoration on the swing cloth edges

Legs with stylish design on the swing feet can be adjusted according 

to the floor shape plastics

Electrostatic oven painted

Minimum volume when folded Portable and foldable practical design 

5-straps seat belt in the seat

Easy installation and setup guide consisting of 3 parts  

Minimum volume with demountable design

TS-EN 88/376 / AT, TS-EN 88/378 / EEC, TS-EN 71-1, TS-EN 71- 3,

TS-EN 71-2 standards compliant

UniCaré
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SMILE
TP 120

SWINGO

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 120*25*67  
Weight - 11,20 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,085
0-2 Years

Red

UniCaréCarrying capacity: 15 kg

[31]

Dark Blue

Black

Green

Blue

Purple



UniCaré

S W I N G O
TP 137

1.5-7 age range use  

20 kg carrying capacity

Safety bar in front of the swing  

Portable hanging ropes

Easy assembly with practical steel carabiner lock 

Rope ends are interconnected with a steel press

[28]



UniCaré

S W I N G O
TP 137

Packing Type - Bag  
Size (cm) - 56*36*26  
Weight - 1,6 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,052
0-2 Years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Yellow

[33]

OrangePink Red Green Blue



S C O O T E R S
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UniCaré

SCOOTY
UBİ 501

SCOOTER

Chassis made of steel body

Basket and propeller console at the front Brake system and pedal 

Wheel made of special material

Covered wheels

Plastic plugs in the steering bracket 

In one offset inner carton

Sticker decoration

Front wheels linked with circlip

Rear wheels connected with plastering pipe

[35]



UniCaré
SCOOTY
UBİ 501

SCOOTER

Packing Type - 6 Piece in 1 Carton  
Size (cm) - 64*41*62
Weight - 2,6 kg 
CBM (m3) - 0,162
2-5 Years
Carrying capacity: 20 kg

PinkRed Dark Blue YellowBlue

[36]



B I K E S
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UniCaré
KITTY
TP 175

MUSICAL PLASTIC BIKE

With music and a flashing LED on your nose  

Disassembled and simple installation 

Stylishly designed wheel and body

Basket behind the bike

1 disassembled in offset box Sticker decoration

CompliantwithTSE-EN, EN-71, EN-73 standards Ideal for use indoors

[38]



KITTY
TP 175

MUSICAL PLASTIC BIKE

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 53,5*29*27  
Weight - 2 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,041
1.5 - 3 Years

Pink

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 15 kg

[39]

Yellow

Red

GreenBlue

Dark Blue



KITTY PLASTIC BIKE
TP 182

First step bike

Disassembled and simple installation 

Stylishly designed wheel and body  

Basket behind the bike

1 disassembled in offset box Sticker decoration

CompliantwithTSE-EN, EN-71, EN-73 standards Ideal for use indoors

UniCaré
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KITTY PLASTIC BIKE
TP 182

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 53,5*29*27  
Weight - 2 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,041
1.5 - 3 Years

Pink

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 15 kg

[41]

Red GreenDark Blue



RAGER EAGLE BIKE
TP 103

First step bike

Disassembled and simple installation

With music and a flashing LED on your nose  

Stylishly designed wheel and body

Basket behind the bike

1 disassembled in offset box 

Sticker ornament

Compliant with TSE-EN, EN-71, EN-73 standards 

Ideal for use in the home

UniCaré

[42]



RAGER EAGLE BIKE
TP 103

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 53,5*29*27  
Weight - 2 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,041
1.5 - 3 Years

Green

BlueYellow Pink

Red Dark Blue

UniCaré

Carrying capacity: 15 kg

[43]



UniCaré

RAGER
TP 101

BIKE

First step bike

Disassembled and simple installation 

Stylishly designed wheel and body  

Basket behind the bike

1 disassembled in offset box 

Sticker ornament

Compliant with TSE-EN, EN-71, EN-73 standards 

Ideal for use in the home

[40]



UniCaré
RAGER
TP 101

BIKE

Green

BlueYellow

Dark Blue

Pink

Red

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 53,5*29*27  
Weight - 2 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,041
1.5 - 3 Years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

[45]



HIGH
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CHAIRS



UNICARE HIGHCARE
TP 500

Both high chair and study table  

Large sitting area

5 point seat belt

Multi-functional usage opportunity

Opportunity to use with table and chair for 3-6 years old 

Use as a single chair Non-slip feet

Thanks to its special design, the possibility of resting feet 

Ergonomic design

Large cup holder in its tray

Removing tray Lockable under tray bar for extra security 

Occupies minimum space when collected

Weight: 4 kg

UniCaré
[47]



UniCaré

UNICARE HIGHCARE
TP 500

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 24*49*47  
Weight - 5 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,055
6 months to 3 year 
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Pink

[48]

Red
Blue

Grey

Water Green SalmonColor



BABY STROLLER
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UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE BABYSTROLLER
AB 320

DOUBLE WAY BABY TROLLEY

Can be used from birth 

Aluminum light body 

Two-way use

Backrest adjustable to 4 different positions and fully reclining 

Extra support pad

Fully closable awning feature

Baby observation window on awning  

Mini pocket behind the awning

Height adjustable push handle 5 point adjustable seat belt 

Removable food tray

Adjustable foot rest

Single point braking system 

Removable rear and front wheels

360 * rotatable and fixable front wheels  

Wide bottom basket Foot cover

Auto lock when folded It can be used as a travel with the 

Length: 104cm / Width: 45cm / Width: 70cm
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UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE BABYSTROLLER
AB 320

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 54*28*86  
Weight - 10 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,130
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Pink

Red

Blue

Brown Burgundy

Grey Black
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UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE BABYSTROLLER GOLD
AB 310

DOUBLE WAY BABY TROLLEY

Can be used from birth 

Aluminum light body 

Two-way use

Backrest adjustable to

4 different positions and fully reclining 

Extra support pad

Fully closable awning feature

Baby observation window on awning  

Mini pocket behind the awning

Height adjustable push handle 5 point adjustable seat belt 

Removable food tray

Adjustable foot rest

Single point braking system 

Removable rear and front wheels

360 * rotatable and fixable front wheels  

Wide bottom basket Foot cover

Auto lock when folded It can be used as a travel with the carrying 

seat.

Length: 104cm / Width: 45cm / Width: 70cm

[52]



UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE BABYSTROLLER GOLD
AB 310

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 54*28*86  
Weight - 10 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,130
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Red

[53]

BurgundyBlackBrown Grey



UniCaré

UNICARE OLIMPIC BABYSTROLLER
TP 915

DOUBLE SIDED BABY TROLLEY

Can be used from birth 

Two-way use

Backrest adjustable to 4 different positions and fully reclining

Fully closable awning feature

Baby observation window on awning

5-point adjustable seat belt 

Adjustable foot rest Brake system

Removable front wheels

360 * rotatable and fixable front wheels

Wide bottom basket 

Foot cover

Crash when folded

It can be used as a travel with the carrying

seat.  Length: 100cm / Width: 54cm / Width:

68cm
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UniCaré
UNICARE OLIMPIC BABYSTROLLER
TP 915

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 54*28*86  
Weight - 8.5 kg
CBM (m3) - 0,130
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 15 kg

Brown

[55]

Grey Red Blue Pink



UniCaré

DOUBLE WAY BABY TROLLEY

Can be used from birth 

Aluminum light body 

Two-way use

Backrest adjustable to 4 different 

positions and fully reclining

Extra support pad

Fully closable awning feature

Baby observation window on awning  

Mini pocket behind the awning 

Height adjustable push handle

5-point adjustable seat belt  

Removable food tray 

Adjustable foot rest

Single point braking system 

Removable rear and front wheels

360 * rotatable and fixable front wheels  

Wide bottom basket

Foot cover

Auto lock when folded

It can be used as a travel with the carrying seat.

Length: 104cm / Width: 45cm /  

Width: 70cm

TRAVEL CARRYING SEAT

Can be used from birth

Use in 3 Different Positions 

(Carrying, Swinging, Fixing)

3-point adjustable seat belt.

remove 

protection

neck  

when

Ability to  

and head 

necessary.

UNICARE
AB 450

ACTIVE TRAVEL SYSTEM BABYSTROLLER

[56]



UniCaré
UNICARE
AB 450

ACTIVE TRAVEL SYSTEM BABYSTROLLER

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) -
Weight - 12 kg 
CBM (m3) -
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 13 kg

Brown Grey

RedBurgundy

Black

Blue

Pink
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UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE TRAVEL SYSTEM BABYSTROLLER GOLD
AB 460

DOUBLE WAY BABY TROLLEY

Can be used from birth 

Aluminum light body 

Two-way use

Backrest adjustable to 4 different 

positions and fully reclining

Extra support pad

Fully closable awning feature

Baby observation window on awning  

Mini pocket behind the awning 

Height adjustable push handle

5-point adjustable seat belt  

Removable food tray 

Adjustable foot rest

Single point braking system 

Removable rear and front wheels

360 * rotatable and fixable front wheels  

Wide bottom basket

Foot cover

Auto lock when folded

It can be used as a travel with the carrying seat.

Length: 104cm / Width: 45cm /  

Width: 70cm

TRAVEL CARRYING SEAT

Can be used from birth

Use in 3 Different Positions 

(Carrying, Swinging, Fixing)

3-point adjustable seat belt. 

Ability to remove neck and head 

protection when necessary.
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UniCaré
UNICARE ACTIVE TRAVEL SYSTEM BABYSTROLLER GOLD
AB 460

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) -
Weight - 12 kg 
CBM (m3) -
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 13 kg

Brown
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Grey

Red

Burgundy

Black



UniCaré
UNICARE
TP 908

STICK BABYSTROLLER

The ability to have all vehicle luggage with suitable dimensions 

Wipeable hygienic linen fabric quality 360 degree rotation 

Lockable pre-examinations

Reviewers who are braked  

5 band seat belt

Footrest can be removed in sitting position 

Waterproof

Product Dimensions: 45 x 60 x 95 CM
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UniCaré

UNICARE
TP 908

STICK BABYSTROLLER

Packing Type - PVC Bag  
Size (cm) - 20*25*110  
Weight - 5 kg
CBM (m3) -0,055
0-5 years
Carrying capacity: 20 kg

Blue
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Grey Red



SAFETY
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GATE



UniCaré
UNICARE BABY SAFETY GATE
TP 200

The Monodi safety gate consists of a quality metal body and plastic

parts. The safety gate, designed for using in all doors, stairs and similar

transition areas between 76-80 cm.

Moreover, it can be easily adapted to wider areas thanks to its

extension parts.

Compliant with EN 1930: 2011 and EN71-3 standards accepted by

the European Union.

The product deserve admiration with its quality and performance. 

The product, which aims to protect the children from many dangers 

by limiting the entrance to areas such as kitchens, gardens, stairs, 

balconies, and making the parents comfortable, is also suitable for 

limiting the domestic movement of pets.

The special, safe and sturdy double lock mechanism that allows 

opening and closing easily.

The fact that it can be opened 90 degrees on both directions, this 

features make the product even more useful.

The product can be installed within 5 minutes no need for screws or 

drills.

Material: Metal +ABS
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UniCaré
UNICARE BABY SAFETY GATE
TP 200

Packing Type - Carton  
Size (cm) - 76-80*4*79  
Weight - 4.5 - 5.2 kg 
CBM (m3) -
6-36 Months 
Carrying capacity:

White/Black
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White/Blue

White/Grey

Black/Black



D E S K S
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UniCaré
BABY JOY UNIFIED CHILDREN’S LESSON DESK
TP 199

With its easy to fold feature, it does not take up much space and can 

be easily transported.

Children can write and draw pictures on the blackboard on the table 

as they wish.

Product dimensions: 66 x 71 x 60 cm 

Age Group: 3+ Ages
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UniCaré
BABY JOY UNIFIED CHILDREN’S LESSON DESK
TP 199

Packing Type - 2 Piece in 1 Bag  
Size (cm) - 61*23*90
Weight - 11 kg 
CBM (m3) -0,126
+3 Years
Carrying capacity: 20 kg

Blue
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Dark Blue

Pink

Turquoise



B A R R I E R
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UniCaré
UNICARE BED BARRIER RAILS
YB 120

To protect your children from rolling over the bed, we develop this 

special bed rail guard for you.

Exquisitely designed structure coming with fold down function makes 

it useful, practical and essential.

Parents will love and use this baby bed rail during children's bedtime 

To install the bed rail, all you must do is to follow the precise 

instructions, cover with the mesh and fix it by the locks.

The rail is easy to fold by pressing the buttons on both side, so that 

parents can sit comfortably on the bed

Not only is the breathable mesh fabric in a neutral colors with elephant

print and we have made sure that the bedrail is versatile and suits

most beds, with a 59 inches / 1.5M length that is perfect for beds

up to king size, at the same time fitting mattresses between 1.2-9.5

inches / 6-25CM thickness

To make it safer, we use a premium mesh material, soft, durable so it

will not break and much ventilated.

Will softly stop your children from falling

This product is only for one side If your mattress is heavy and thick

enough, you may not need screwing it to the bed frame. Please make

sure there is no gap between the rail and the mattress, or fill the gap

(if over 10CM) with pillow, quilt to avoid nipping

[69]

Protects baby when sleeping against  

falling or hurting



UniCaré
UNICARE BED BARRIER RAILS
YB 120

Packing Type - Bag
Size (cm) - 72 x 38 x 7 cm  
Weight - 2.76 Kg
CBM (m3) -
+0 Years
Carrying capacity:

Blue
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Pink Grey

Red



UniCaré
UNICARE ROCKING BASSINET
TP5000

Portable rocking bassinet

Easy installation,

Comfortable swaying feature to the right and left,

Retractable awning,

Protective mosquito net,

Laminated knitted fabric,

Sponge bed,

Light body structure,

Thick profile pipe,

Non-slip foot plastic,

Dimensions; 45*85*55cm

Basket depth; 30cm

It is suitable for use for 15 months,
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UniCaré
UNICARE BED BARRIER RAILS
TP 5000

Packing Type - Carton
Size (cm) - cm  Weight –
6,5 Kg
CBM (m3) -
+0 – 15 month
Carrying capacity:

Blue
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Pink

Grey Red Dark Blue

Brown
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